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Abstract — Aggregating various resources of different organizations, Grid provides excess computation power and storage capacity 
and is a trend to solve the computation-intensive engineering and mathematical problem. Because of the dynamic and 
heterogeneous characteristic of Grid system, scheduling algorithms make a vital difference to the efficiency of Grid. In this paper, a 
heuristic algorithm based on Tabu Search is proposed to optimize multi objectives for Grid scheduling, minimizing the completion 
time and improving load balancing. The process of scheduling is divided into partial scheduling and every scheduling cycle is 
triggered by special event. Meanwhile, a self-adaptive neighbor search is used to deal with the stochastic resources and scheduling 
parameters are adjusted to fluctuant load in partial scheduling. The algorithm is simulated in GridSim toolkit and the results 
demonstrate better performance compared to other scheduling techniques.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Based on global resources sharing, Grid is consisted of 
heterogeneous resources spanning different organizations 
and provides excess computation power and extensive 
storage capacity. Grid tackles complex computation with 
higher performance and lower cost and is a promising 
approach to solve distributed parallel computing, especial the 
computation-intensive engineering and mathematical 
problem[1]. Usually, the available resources in Grid are not 
dedicated and meet the requirements of both the local load 
and network load. User tasks are submitted to Grid at 
random and Grid schedulers receive tasks and find suitable 
resources for tasks to be processed. Unlike traditional 
distributed computing systems, Grid is dynamic and its 
resources randomly join or quit at all times. Considering the 
heterogeneity of machines speed, memory architecture, 
operation system and the connectors, the same task has 
different executing costs in different resources and it is hard 
work to find appropriate resources for tasks [2,3]. 

In general, exhaustive search to find optimal scheduling 
would cost a very long time, so many heuristic algorithms 
are used to obtain sub-optimal solution in limited period 
[4,5,6,7,8,9,10]. These algorithms are divided into two 
classes: static and dynamic scheduling if there are 
deterministic statistic data about the problem and the 

information keep invariable [5,6,7,8]. Static algorithms 
assume known scheduling information in advance and all 
tasks are assigned at the beginning of scheduling regardless 
of dynamic changes in circumstances. Dynamic algorithms 
obtain tasks and resources information on-line and the 
distribution of tasks is adjusted to the dynamic environment 
features. The latter considers the interaction between 
different tasks and resource factors and can achieve a better 
allocation result. Grid scheduling belongs to the dynamic 
scheduling because of the uncertainty of users and resources. 

Dynamic scheduling is classified into On-line 
(immediate) mode and batch mode based on tasks bulk and 
scheduling interval [6,7,8]. In On-line mode, the task is 
assigned immediately at the moment task arrives. In batch 
mode, ready tasks join the queue and wait to be assigned to 
resources based on special event, such as idle machines. 
Meanwhile, different standards are investigated to measure 
performance of these algorithms [9,10,11,12,13]. From the 
perspective of Users, it emphasized on low cost and quality 
of service (QoS) [9,10]. In the view of resource utilization, it 
stressed throughout, security and load balance [11, 12]. It is 
proved that Max-min, Min-min and MCT [4] give better 
results and these algorithms usually are used to test other 
scheduling scheme[6,7,8]. In some extent, most of these 
algorithms take certain constraints into account and can not 
have good portability. 
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In order to make full use of Grid, a Multi-objective 
algorithm is put forward to optimize the makespan and 
enhance the load balancing. In particular, Tabu search is 
utilized to find better tasks allocation based on resources 
capacity and the resources dynamic load are estimated before 
scheduling to ensure load balancing. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

A. Grid scheduling 

Due to Span-regional distribution of Grid resources, 
communication cost among them is much higher than LAN-
based distributed computing environment and network 
delays play an important role in whole expenses. Therefore, 
it is assumed user jobs can be partitioned into coarse-grained 
tasks and tasks almost have no communication cost among 
different computing devices [8]. Meanwhile, individual users 
can appoint special resources to meet the shorter time or 
lower cost. How to coordinate the requirements of individual 
users and the Grid performance is the key of scheduling 
algorithm. In classical distributed computing, system 
resources are fixed for proprietary applications and a task 
scheduler is responsible for the overall allocation and 
resource management. Differing from traditional distributed 
parallel computation, Grid has no central manager and all 
resources are self-governing, tuned together in a virtual 
organization. In the past years, several scheduling structures, 
decentralized, distributed, and hierarchical mode are 
discussed [13,14]. Each scheduler is responsible for a part of 
the scheduling or their superior’s scheduler to improve whole 
system security and flexibility.  

Here, every task needs some processors to execute and 
memory space to store data. Tasks executing cost is 
measured in MI(millions instructions) and the computational 
speed of each available processor in MIPs (million 
instructions/sec) [15]. To facilitate statistical analysis of the 
results, Grid system includes random resources and tasks 
which are submitted according to a certain probability 
distribution. Grid schedulers collect these randomly arriving 
tasks into a scheduling list and assign them to suitable 
resources. 

B. Tabu search algorithm 

Tabu search (TS) algorithm is a local search algorithm 
proposed by Fred Glover[16]. This algorithm iteratively 
searches the neighbor of current solutions and moves to 
improved ones. Local search algorithms are greedy methods 
and have a tendency to be trapped in local optima or on 
plateau where solutions scores equally. In order to avoid the 
flaw, tabu list is used to store some prohibitions and marks it 
to avoid circuitous search for these solutions in the future 
search process. The prohibitions means some visited 
solutions within a short-term period or some banned rules 
defined by users. During the progress of search, the 
algorithm also has a certain probability to relax the 
prohibitions and accepts some inferior solutions to develop 
the unexplored search space. The search proceeds until some 
stopping criterion has been satisfied and global high-quality 
solution is obtained. The algorithm has been widely used in 

combinatorial optimization problems and achieved good 
application in tasks scheduling [7,17,18]. 

III. MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM 

In this paper, self-adaptive technique based on Tabu 
search is proposed to optimize multi objectives for dynamic 
Grid. The specific steps are described as followings. 

A. Event-driven Partial Scheduling 

Due to the dynamic features of Grid, the scheduler 
chooses devices from current available resources after tasks 
arrive. The scheduler checks that if there are idle resources 
when every task arrives. The task is assigned to idle resource 
otherwise it enters the waiting queue. In this paper, a subset 
of tasks in queue, named a batch or partial scheduling, are 
allocated to resources in a scheduling cycle. Every 
scheduling cycle is driven by an event, such as idle resources 
or time slot. Besides that, a dedicated machine carries out the 
scheduling algorithm to reduce the time overhead, so task 
executing and task scheduling are concurrent[15].  

Successively arriving tasks are divided into different 
groups and are assigned in corresponding partial scheduling. 
Denoting the consecutive two partial scheduling as  

ips and
1ips   , when the ips  tasks start to be executed, the 

scheduler selects some ready jobs from the scheduling list as 

1ips    batch and the new jobs join waiting queue and don’t be 
taken into account this batch. The scheduler repeats this 
strategy until all tasks are completed. 

B. Adaptively selecting patch size 

The batch size in every cycle has vital effect on the 
scheduling performance [15]. Too large scale results in 
unbalanced load and too small scale leads to low resource 
utilization. In this experiment, schedule list is the scheduling 
queue where tasks abide by the principle of FIFO (first in 
first out). Here, ScheduleSize is the tasks size of schedule list  
and [1, ]( ),k k mfinishTime r   is the finishing time of the k th   
resource. So the earliest finishing time of all the resources 
( ips patch) ( ) { ( ),  [1, ]}

kiime Min Time k mFinishT finish rs   is the 

algorithm time of the
1ips   batch.   Let 1( )iTask ps  represent 

the tasks size of the  1ips   batch. Due to the dynamic changes 
of Grid, the accuracy execution time can not be known prior, 

so the ( )iimeFinishT ps  of the  ips  batch is dynamically 

predicted. In keeping with algorithm time, the number of 
tasks in the 1ips    batch is adaptively adjusted as following 

formula (1).  
                    

1( )

                    {( ) * , }( )

 

i

iTask

Min T ScheduleSize ScheduleSizeFinishTime ps

ps
     

(1) 
 T  is constant factor and is set during scheduling 

process. 
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C. Dynamically Searching Strategy  

After the patch tasks are determined in a cycle, the initial 
solution of assigning scheme is obtained by Min-min[4]. 
Tabu search is employed to find new solution by exchanging 
tasks among different resources. Main factors of tabu search 
algorithm are tabu list length and prohibition items. Large 
size leads to a large amount of computation and a large 
amount of storage space, but too small causes unsatisfactory 
results. In proposed method, the tabu length is dynamically 
adjusted and determined by the ratio of the last patch 
finishing time and this batch tasks size as formula (2). 

                        

1( ( ) ( ))i iTabuLength FinishTime ps Task ps T        (2)  
After the scheduler allocates user tasks, the tasks are 

processed first come first serve (FCFS) in target resources. 

D.  Adjusting the Load Ratio 

It should be noticed that good resources with higher 
speed get more opportunities to be selected. So load ratio is 
adjusted by calculating the actual load of resources and gross 
load of Grid. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSES 

Different algorithms are investigated and Min-min and 
Max-min showed relatively good results with longer 
tasks[5,6,8]. In the two algorithms, it is computed the 
minimum finishing time of each ready task. Min-min selects 
the task with the minimum time to schedule, while the Max-
min selects the task with the maximum time. These two 
algorithms are exploited to test the performance of the 
proposed algorithm.  

These algorithms are simulated in GridSim toolkit 
environment [19,20] compared in same sample benchmark. 
The benchmark is consisted of user random tasks and 
heterogeneous resources. Resources are made of different 
machines with several processors and every processor has 
different speed measured by MIPs. Here, the speed is in 
accordance with uniform distribution of interval [10,50]. The 
lengths (cost) of tasks are consistent with uniform 
distribution and the arriving times are in accordance with 
Poisson distribution and uniform distribution. Task lengths 
are according to the uniform distribution of range [1000, 
5000] and [4000, 5000]. The mean value of Poisson 
distribution is 10,100,500 respective and the region of 
uniform distribution is interval [10,1000]. Different 
scheduling strategies are experimented on these benchmarks 
and algorithm results are discussed below.  

A. On-line and Batch Scheduling 

In this experiment, a typical on-line mode, MCT(the 
minimum completion time), is compared with the proposed 
multi-objective TS[4]. MCT selects resource of the earliest 
completion for tasks immediately when the task arrive the 
scheduler. Results of the MCT and proposed algorithm are 
described in TABLE I. Under the two distributions, self-
adaptive TS have shorter makespan than the MCT because 
the algorithm explored the whole solution space to search the 
optimal match of tasks and resources. Meanwhile, MCT only 

considers the instantaneous situation of single task and solo 
resources and neglects the mutual effect of different tasks 
and resources. But MCT needs shorter time to execute the 
algorithm and it is convenient to the situation of fewer tasks 
and more resources. 

TABLE I.  MAKESPAN WITH DIFFERENT DYNAMIC MODES 

（ A ） POISSON DISTRIBUTIONS WITH DIFFERENT MEAN VALUES(50 
RESOURCES AND 500 TASKS) 

Mode 
Poisson mean value 

10 100 500 

TS 2122 2332 3283 

MCT 2497 2491 4081 

 (B) UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION WITH DIFFERENT TASK SCALES (50 
RESOURCES) 

Mode 
User task scale 

125 250 375 500 

TS 1427 1630 1971 2264 

MCT 1450 1681 2007 2454 

B. Self-adaptive TS and Other Algorithms 

In every partial scheduling, batch size is determined by 
the last patch scheduling time and the ready task scale. The 
more resources are and the longer the last patch executing 
time are, the more this partial scheduling task scale is. Min-
min and Max-min are adopted to evaluate the nature of the 
scheduling algorithms [4]. The experiment results were 
showed in TABLE II under tasks arriving time of uniform 
distribution. The makespan of two kind task lengths are list 
in TABLE II (a) and (b) respectively. It is clear that self-
adaptive scheme has better results, which mean shorter 
makespan, because it combine the complex personalized 
needs of the task and the dynamical situation of the Grid 
resources. When there are fewer tasks and more resources, 
Min-Min has better performance. With the increasing of task 
size, Max-min algorithm shows superiority to Min-Min 
method. 

TABLE II.  MAKESPAN UNDER DIFFERENT SCHEUDLING ALGORITHM( 
UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION OF ARRIVING TIME) 

（A）TASKS LENGTH WITH INTERVAL [1000,5000] 

Algorithm 
User task size 

125 250 375 500 

Max-min 1458 1635 1976 2382 

Min-min 1458 1630 2035 2442 

TS 1427 1604 1971 2264 

 (B) TASKS LENGTH WITH INTERVAL [4000, 5000] 

Algorithm 
User task size 

125 250 375 500 

Max 1814 2101 2509 3353 
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Min 1814 2008 2567 3461 

TS 1814 1892 2255 3308 

C. Dynamic Load Balance 

The speed has important effect on selecting resources and 
better resources have large probability to be selected and 
undertake heavy load. The heavy load leads to longer 
makespan and prolong the whole due. In order to improve 
the load balancing, the proposed algorithm gives 
consideration to various factors, such as the interaction 
between consecutive partial scheduling and dynamic 
resources. The results of 500 tasks with different lengths are 
listed in TABLE III and IV. Here, arriving time of tasks are 
according to uniform distribution. 

TABLE III.  THE LOAD ALLOCATION IN DIFFERENT RESOURCES (TASK 
LENGTH [1000, 5000]) 

Resources 
ID 

Processor 
average speed 

Tasks  cost 

Max-min Min-min TS 

1 29 4080 1939 3993 

2 35 4163 1178 4117 

3 42 4738 30333 4870 

4 21 4834 2324 4452 

5 41 4347 1156 4506 

6 41 4680 1175 4674 

7 29 4089 1589 4029 

8 32 4131 1582 4138 

9 40 4662 1196 4690 

10 33 4124 1551 4136 

Average load 4384 4402 4360 

TABLE IV.  THE TASKS DISTRIBUTION IN DIFFERENT RESOURCES (TASK 
LENGTH [4000, 5000]) 

Resources 
ID 

Machine speed 
Tasks distribution 

Max-min Min-min TS 

1 84 66786 93159 87195 

2 129 207316 202280 183177

3 147 123659 149158 118877

4 179 436163 387194 442985

5 124 249220 253148 262026

6 149 179954 181397 175722

7 139 157228 139189 136059

8 148 316626 320851 319527

9 143 66037 95720 86907 

10 138 443892 424783 434406

Sum 1380 2246884 2246884 2246884

 
From TABLE III and IV, it can be deduced that proposed 

TS algorithm has better achievements in load balancing. In 
this paper, the load of the last partial scheduling is 
dynamically predicted to avoid deploying too much tasks in 
better resources and sub-optimal resources also shared the 

much burden. Min-Min has better results in the static 
scheduling [5], but Min-min method used greedy strategy, 
always choosing the "task-resource" pair of the minimum 
completion time and easily falling into local optimum. Such 
greedy selection method may extend the execution time 
when the load is disproportion. Max-min algorithm consider 
the hardest task of waiting queue and the best one of current 
resources and relax the conflict, so it is better than Min-Min, 
especially there are some longer tasks[8]. 

 The load ratios of the three algorithms are depicted in 
Figure 1. The load ratio is calculated through the actual load 
and the average load determined by the resources capacity 
and the gross load. The self-adaptive TS exhibited 
advantages over other algorithms. It tried various 
combinations of tasks and resources and the whole overhead 
can be efficiently amortized in all the resources. At the same 
time, other two algorithms use greedy scheme regardless of 
the dynamic characteristic and tasks are accumulated in 
several resources causing disequilibrium assignment. 
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Figure 1.  Load ratio in different resources (task length [4000,5000]) 

It is well-known that balancing the load of all the 
resources does not necessarily leads to the minimization of 
execution cost of each individual resource. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposed a multi-objective algorithm to 
optimize the makespan and improve load balancing. 
Considering dynamic characteristic of Grid system, Self-
adaptive strategies were used to dynamically adjust the 
parameters of partial scheduling based on Tabu search. 
Compared with existing algorithms, the algorithm results 
demonstrated the outstanding performance for solving 
complex Grid scheduling problem. 
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